CASE STUDIES

Challenges in Engaging Birdwatchers in Bird Monitoring in a Forest Patch: Lessons for Future Citizen Science Projects in Agricultural Landscapes


Birdwatchers hold substantial potential as data collectors for research, and in Brazil, the birdwatching community has been growing since the early 2000s. Currently the effects of birds on forest patch restoration in agricultural landscapes is a major focus of avian conservation ecology, but these patches are not frequently visited by birdwatchers in Brazil, hindering the collection of useful bird data. We thus developed a project, Did I see a banded bird?!, which was designed to attract birdwatching volunteers to monitor birds within a forest patch. We explored three motivating factors to attract birdwatchers: (1) we offered an unprecedented opportunity for birdwatchers to record individual birds with colored bands, a challenging activity appealing to birdwatchers’ competitive nature; (2) our study area offered a new location with free, easy access and no logistical impediments; and (3) we continuously provided information on the benefits of birdwatching records for science and society to encourage participation. The project was widely announced and we had 302 applicants. However, the barriers faced throughout the project’s execution, including limited researcher-volunteer interaction, low security in the patch, and the presence of few species for birdwatchers to see, reduced the motivation and participation of most applicants. Consequently, from a list of 155 highly qualified applicants who lived near the patch and were skilled in forest birding, only 10 visited the patch. Our findings provide important guidelines for researchers planning similar citizen science projects in agricultural landscapes, mainly in countries where citizen science is still not common.
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Introduction

A key component of citizen science is the involvement of volunteers to collect data for academic research and scientific projects to support environmental management (Chandler et al. 2017; Pettibone et al. 2016; Callaghan et al. 2018). In the last few decades, several ecology and nature conservation studies have been undertaken based on extensive citizen science databases of fauna and flora collected worldwide (Abolafya et al. 2013; Chandler et al. 2017; McKinley et al. 2017).

Bird records at local, regional, and global scales are the most common faunal data provided by citizen scientists (Sullivan et al. 2014, 2017). In countries where birdwatching has a long history and strong community ties, various ecological projects are based on these data (e.g., Scott et al. 1999; Cordell and Herbert 2002; Chandler et al. 2017; Sullivan et al. 2017), which are becoming...
increasingly valuable for monitoring the health of bird populations (Horns et al. 2018). As more citizens become birdwatchers and collect reliable bird records, the quality of the data collected may begin to rival that of data collected by professionals (Szabo et al. 2012; Callaghan et al. 2018), who are far fewer in number and are underfunded, especially in the tropics (Şekercioğlu 2012; Horns et al. 2018).

In Brazil, birdwatching started to become popular only in the past decade, when annual bird fairs for birdwatchers started and new technologies for observing, photographing, and identifying birds became financially accessible to the wider public (Pivatto and Sabino 2007; Alexandrino et al. 2018). Because of this popularization, many Brazilian birdwatchers freely share bird records (e.g., observations, checklists, photos, and bird song recordings) on global online citizen science platforms such as eBird (Sullivan et al. 2014, 2017) and iNaturalist (www.inaturalist.org) as well as on national platforms like WikiAves and Taxeus (Klemann-Junior et al. 2017; Alexandrino et al. 2018; Taxeus 2018; WikiAves 2018). In addition, these platforms have further contributed to the rising number of new Brazilian birdwatchers, a pattern that has been observed in other countries after the launch of online citizen science platforms for bird records (Chu et al. 2012; Sullivan et al. 2014, 2017).

There are no official statistics about the current numbers of Brazilian birdwatchers; the current number of WikiAves users provides the best, but conservative, estimate. In 11 August 2018, WikiAves had 29,504 users. Most of them reside in southeastern Brazil (Figure 1). In this region, large remnants of natural ecosystems, such as national and state parks protecting native Atlantic Forest (Ribeiro et al. 2009), have been the main target of many birdwatchers due to high bird diversity in these areas (Hasui et al. 2018). In contrast, forest patches in agricultural landscapes have attracted relatively few birdwatchers, even though ecologists are continuously seeking bird data from forest patches in agricultural landscapes to improve knowledge for sustainable management in these areas (Majer 2009; Verdade et al. 2014; Rezende et al. 2015; Boesing et al. 2017; Alexandrino et al. 2018).

In agricultural landscapes, characterized by the presence of crops for food and raw material production, anthropogenic interventions are frequent (Verdade et al. 2016). This is the case for most of the original extent of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest biome, where 80% of current remnants are confined to small patches in agricultural landscapes (Dean 1997; Ribeiro et al. 2009). These patches have a variety of shapes, sizes, and isolation levels. Most are secondary forest (Ferraz et al. 2014) exposed to a variety of anthropogenic impacts, including fire (Martinelli and Filoso 2008), cattle trampling (Pereira et al. 2015), illegal logging, and hunting (Aleixo 1999; Cullen Jr. et al. 2001). This habitat fragmentation and anthropogenic disturbance has been reported as the main driver of Atlantic Forest defaunation and biodiversity loss, which, consequently, may compromise the ecosystem services that these areas provide (Banks-Leite et al. 2014; Bello et al. 2015; Bovo et al. 2018; Brancalion et al. 2018). Because of this, claims for forest restoration in agricultural landscapes have increased in recent years (Rodrigues et al.

Figure 1: Number of possible birdwatchers in Brazil represented by WikiAves users (WikiAves 2018). WikiAves is the most popular website for bird record sharing used by Brazilian birdwatchers. The figure highlights distribution of WikiAves users by Brazilian states (data from 11 August 2018). Photo: Eduardo R. Alexandrino.
2009; Banks-Leite et al. 2014). However, the cost of active restoration by people is usually extremely high and unfeasible in degraded areas with low resilience, such as in some agricultural landscapes in southeastern Brazil (Rodrigues et al. 2009; Brancalion et al. 2012; Tambosi et al. 2014).

In contrast, birds may assist in passive forest restoration (Ferraz et al. 2014; Rezende et al. 2015), without the need for human intervention (Pizo 2007; Whelan et al. 2008; Peña-Domene et al. 2013). Even in agricultural landscapes with functionally deficient bird communities (e.g., Dias et al. 2016; Alexandrino et al. 2017; Bovo et al. 2018), many frugivorous birds are still common and it is difficult to infer which, if any, species may act as promotor of forest restoration through fruit and seed dispersal over adjacent areas (Pizo 2007; Şekerçioğlu et al. 2016; Pizo and Santos 2011; Silveira et al. 2016). Therefore, understanding the movement patterns of these relatively lower-diversity bird communities in small forest patches, together with information on their ecological traits and plant interactions, would improve our knowledge of passive forest restoration promoted by birds. Although there are various methods to follow birds in forested habitats, including miniaturized GPS tags (e.g., Hallworth and Marra 2015), radio tracking (e.g., Şekerçioğlu et al. 2007; Silveira et al. 2016), or by doing long-term research using mist net captures and recaptures (e.g., Marini 2010), the long-term costs can be very high. Especially in countries facing financial crises and budget cuts for science (e.g., in Brazil, see Angelo 2017; Overbeck 2018), alternative methods are urgently needed. A promising alternative is large-scale and high-resolution bird monitoring by citizen scientists (Cohn 2008; Tulloch and Szabo 2012; Horns et al. 2018).

After more than 10 years since the beginning of birdwatching popularization in Brazil, we wanted to find out whether the current Brazilian birdwatching community could support a citizen science research project focusing on surveying forest patches in an agricultural landscape, in order to assess the role that birds play in passive forest restoration. We tested the feasibility of a citizen science project based on birdwatching volunteers identifying and monitoring individual birds within forest patches. As the feasibility of ecological research based on citizen scientist data is still poorly investigated in Brazil, our goals included understanding the motivations of citizen scientists and providing guidelines for researchers planning similar citizen science projects. Herein, we describe: (1) the stages of our project and our strategy to engage volunteers, (2) the bird data provided by the volunteers and their utility to the project, (3) the motivations and barriers that influenced the willingness of applicants to collect the requested data in the field, and (4) the feasibility of our project outline.

Methods

Study area

Our project was carried out in the Corumbataí River Basin in the interior of the São Paulo state, southeastern Brazil (22°04’46”/22°41’28”S–47°26’23”/47°56’15”W), approximately 180 km from São Paulo, the biggest city in Brazil (Figure 2a). The river basin is 1710 km² in area and is composed of small to medium size cities (i.e., 15,000–200,000 inhabitants; IBGE 2018) and agricultural mosaics, where cattle pastures and sugarcane form the majority of the agricultural matrix. Small amounts of semi-deciduous seasonal forest (Atlantic Forest biome) and savannah woodland (Cerrado biome) are confined to the native forest remnants found in the agricultural landscape (i.e., approximately 12% of the river basin, see Valente and Vettorazzi 2003). In the last few years, six focal landscapes covering 16 km² and representative of the river basin agricultural landscape in terms of land use composition (>70% agricultural matrix – sugarcane or cattle pasture – and >10% native forest) have been the focus of research on land use change, forest restoration, ecology, and ornithology (Cassiano et al. 2013; Ferraz et al. 2014; Alexandrino et al. 2016, 2017; César et al. 2018) (Figure 2b). Many forest patches in the region have increased their area by passive restoration (Ferraz et al. 2014; Alexandrino et al. 2016). Our citizen science-based project was originally planned to be performed in three riparian forest patches located in private rural properties across three different focal landscapes (Figure 2b). In the past, we conducted bird point counts in these patches (see Ferraz et al. 2012; Alexandrino et al. 2016, 2017), and in 2016 we started bird capture-recapture research using mist nets, as part of our continued research in the area. However, the present project involved non-research personnel visiting the patches, and the landowners of two patches located on small family properties at the north river basin (in Corumbataí and Rio Claro municipalities, see location of patches A and B in Figure 2b) were reluctant to allow access to volunteers, citing security concerns and a fear of disturbance (e.g., there were cases of robbery and illegal hunting in that region). Therefore, our citizen science project was carried out in only one of these three patches located at Santa Olímpia in the south river basin (i.e., patch C in Figure 2b), a rural village 19 km from Piracicaba, the biggest city in the region. This patch was within a rural property leased by the sugarcane processing company Raízen, which is responsible for the patch. An employee of the company permitted us to proceed with the project.

The Santa Olímpia patch is 38 ha and was composed mostly of a Eucalyptus plantation until 2000, when the stopping of logging resulted in passive forest restoration (Ferraz et al. 2014). Because of this previous usage, the patch is bordered by a dirt road, which allows access by car until the edge of the patch. Furthermore, the patch also contains three transects that run through the interior of the forest and provide access for low speed motorcross and hiking (Figure 2c).

Banding birds in the forest patch

In the patch core area, we established four bird banding stations, with at least 200 m distance between each other (Figure 2c). Each station was composed of five mist-nets (32 mm mesh, 12 m length, and 2.8 m height) operated for a maximum of five continuous hours per field day, starting 30 minutes after sunrise. We conducted
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279 mist-net/hours (we consider one mist-net/hour as one 12 m long net opened for 1 h) during 15 days of banding between September 2016 and August 2017.

Each bird captured was identified to species and received a numbered metallic band provided by the Centre for Bird Monitoring of the Brazilian Institute for Environmental Affairs (CEMAVE/IBAMA) and up to three color plastic bands in a unique color combination regardless of the species, in order to allow individual identification via visual observation (Marini 2010). Before releasing the bird, we also took photographs and biometric measurements such as bill length, height and width, and body mass.

**Strategy to recruit volunteers and assessing their willingness to help**

Our project was designed with the assumption that small forest patches in agricultural landscape would not be as attractive to Brazilian birdwatchers as large forest patches, based on birdwatching records from 2006 until present showing a distinct preference by birdwatchers to visit large protected natural reserves and ecosystem remnants (see Pivatto and Sabino 2007; Pivatto et al. 2007; Alexandrino et al. 2018). In addition, our forest patch has relatively lower species richness, as well as few records of threatened and endemic species, when compared with the natural reserves most popular among Brazilian birdwatchers (Hasui et al. 2018; Bovo et al. 2018), who often specifically look for certain species (e.g., Pivatto et al. 2007). Nevertheless, because Brazil’s São Paulo state hosts the highest number of resident birdwatchers (Alexandrino et al. 2018, Figure 1), we assumed that we could attract these birdwatchers if we offered a unique activity that went beyond species checklists, increasing their “life list” or seeing target species (e.g., Tulloch and Szabo 2012, see Scott et al. 1999; Alexandrino et al. 2012). Thus, we decided to create a citizen science project based on friendly competition (e.g., Scott et al. 1999; Sullivan et al. 2014; Frigerio et al. 2018). Searching for banded birds in forest patches was an unprecedented activity for birdwatchers in Brazil until 2016, and we used this advantage to attract candidate volunteers for our project.

By April 2017, we had reached 224 mist-net-hours, banded 80 individuals, and started recording banded birds in the field (e.g., Bovo 2016; Paulete 2016). In light of this, we began to announce our project to capture the attention of potential citizen scientists. We used several
mean of communication to increase our chances of reaching a greater proportion of the birdwatching community (Chu et al. 2012; Frigerio et al. 2018), including creating a popular name (“Did I see a banded bird!??”) and an intuitive project logo (Figure 2c). We used Facebook, WikiAves, and Taxeus as our main channels to publicize the project to our target audience. Our project was also broadcast across Internet news sites (e.g., Birding News 2017; Eler 2018) and was registered in SciStarter.com and in the official webpage of the Brazilian Ministry of Science, Technology, Innovation and Communication (Sibbr 2018), where many other national citizen science projects are publicized. Our project was also covered in a regional TV program watched by birdwatchers (i.e., Terra da Gente at Globo, the most popular Brazilian TV channel, see G1 2017). We also gave presentations about the project in the popular Brazilian Bird Fair AVISTAR São Paulo and two other regional fairs in southeastern Brazil. Between April 2017 and January 2018, we posted 37 Facebook posts about our project in the timeline of Eduardo Alexandrino (best public engagement throughout the project was 987 visualizations on one post with 22 sharing and 100 likes); on the Facebook page of the Wildlife Ecology, Management, and Conservation Lab (maximum of 624 people reached); and in groups that deal with subjects such as nature, birding, ecotourism, science, ornithology, environmental science, and photography. Our posts had the project’s logo, pictures, and short videos of some banded birds (https://youtu.be/HFz4FNTe64Q) followed by a short text explaining the project and the link to access the online application form. Between July 1, 2017 and February 27, 2018, each WikiAves user resident in the São Paulo State and all users of Taxeus (i.e., 8293 and 2500 users, respectively) received an email about the project and an invitation to join. The message content was similar to the posts used in social media.

Although birdwatchers were our main target audience, our project was broadcast in mass media and anyone could apply to participate. Because the scheme of our project was the first of its kind in Brazil, we included a short questionnaire in the application form to assess the applicants’ birding expertise and their willingness to visit forest patches in this type of agricultural landscape (see supplementary file). Applicants were not required to answer the questions in the questionnaire, and all ethics rules in working with human subjects were followed. Considering a variety of birding expertise among applicants, our strategy to encourage them to visit the forest patch at least once, either by themselves or with our research team, was sending messages emphasizing the benefits for science and society when there is public participation in citizen science projects like ours (Chu et al. 2012; Pettibone et al. 2016). We stated that we accepted applicants under 18 years old only if we received documented permission from their parents or legal guardian. Lastly, we did not state the exact number of banded birds in the forest patch, and the patch’s location was kept private in the questionnaire in order to not influence each applicant’s answers to the questions.

**Bird monitoring by volunteers**

When a volunteer decided to visit the patch, s/he would first tell us which day they would go so we could control the number of participants in each transect per day. Afterwards, we emailed them a map with directions to reach the Santa Olímpia patch and the three internal forest transects. Along each transect, we marked each 150 m section, approximately, with vivid color stripes (i.e., bright pink or bright orange) tied to trees with a sequential number (i.e., S1, S2, S3, etc., see Figure 2c) to help with data collection. We also sent instructions on how to collect the data in a standardized way. We asked volunteers to do their birding on the internal trails and take notes of their bird records (i.e., visual or auditory record). If a banded bird was seen, the volunteer would document the band colors and sequence (i.e., banding sequence was read from lowest to highest band), the species, and the trail section along which the bird was seen. These data could be collected and delivered to us using several options, including the project’s app (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.taxeus.avepulseiras&hl=en); taking a picture and publishing later on any online platform for sharing images (e.g., WikiAves, BioFaces, personal blogs, webpages, etc); sending the research team a photo link and the location information; taking notes in a notebook and emailing the data; and/or by sending us a picture of the field notebook used during the tour.

We did not require specific days of visit, periods (i.e., morning or afternoon), or amount of time spent in the field, but we did suggest that volunteers walk at least one whole transect per visit. Also, we suggested walking along internal transects n. 1 and n. 2, which were next to the mist-net stations.

**Assessing bird data viability**

To assess the viability of bird tarsi visualization in the forest, the project’s field team, composed of one ornithologist with >10 years of expertise and three students, conducted 64 hours of birding surveys in the transects during 20 field days between November/2016 and January/2018, collecting only species lists per transect section from sunrise until noon. Our objective was to quantify the rate of tarsi visualization per bird record, which indicated how feasible it would be for birdwatching citizen scientists to collect these data.

Our birding surveys were planned to be similar to typical birding tours commonly done by birdwatchers in Brazil (e.g., Alexandrino et al. 2012). Thus, we walked the transects in an ad libitum mode (i.e., time for walking and stops were not controlled and we collected bird records as totally random events). We used 8 × 42 binoculars and professional or semi-professional cameras with 80–300 mm lens or greater, wore dark green or camouflage clothes, and avoided producing noise or conversation during the birding tour. Only the internal transects were used for this work. For each bird record (i.e., visual or auditory), we first identified the species present and then tried to locate them by following their signs. For every visual record, we took notes on whether the bird’s tarsi were clearly seen, and if so, we took notes about absence or presence of the bands and their colors.
Results
Project applicants versus volunteers in the field
Until May 3, 2018, we received 302 applicants, all of whom answered our online questionnaire. Applicants steadily increased during the 128 days of project advertisements (Figure 3a). In addition, 90% of the applicants (275) declared that they were informed about the project through our messages in social media or that they received emails about the project (Figure 3b), indicating that internet broadcasting is an efficient tool to recruit volunteers for citizen science projects (Liberatore et al. 2018; Frigerio et al. 2018).

From our 302 applicants, 262 were WikiAves users (86.7% of our applicants), but only 32% were eBird users. In 27 February 2018, when we estimated the number of birdwatchers in Brazil in the starting period of our data analysis, WikiAves had 28,604 users. Of those, only 12,734 (44.4%) have at least one picture or song of any bird species uploaded in their WikiAves account. Assuming that these users represent all active birdwatchers in Brazil, we were able to attract roughly 2% of Brazilian birdwatchers. We had 222 applicants from São Paulo state (73.5% of our applicants), the state with the most number of active birdwatchers in Brazil, we were able to attract roughly 2% of Brazilian birdwatchers. We had 222 applicants from São Paulo state (73.5% of our applicants), the state with the most number of active birdwatchers in Brazil, we were able to attract roughly 2% of Brazilian birdwatchers. The other volunteers declared after their visit that seeing birds was not easy inside the forest patch, despite the fact that all of them had previously declared familiarity with birdwatching in forested environments and had claimed intermediate to high-level birding skills. Volunteer's sighting records were significantly lower than those collected during 64 hours of birding surveys done by our project’s field team (Kruskal-Wallis test, chi-square = 4.78, P < 0.05). We had 1,333 bird records representing 120 species (20 records/hour), from which 361 were bird visualizations and 237 records resulted in the tarsi clearly visualized (65.6% of all visual bird records) representing 20 banded bird sightings from 13 individuals of eight species (Bovo 2016; Paulete 2016; Cordeiro 2017).

The overall banded bird visualizations were low both by the ornithologist team and by the birdwatching volunteers. Altogether, only 23 banded birds were observed from 15 individuals of nine species, meaning that only 13.8% of the banded individuals were observed, assuming that no color bands were lost. However, our results indicate that tarsi visualization inside the forest is not a difficult task when the field collector is trained or has a high level of birding expertise. Thus, we believe that banded records would increase if more field work was completed by citizen scientists with more expertise.

Discussion
Reasons for the lack of field volunteers: Motivations and barriers
We planned and executed our project focusing on motivations that we believed would lead Brazilian birdwatchers to participate in our project. However, as projects based on fine-scale bird monitoring by citizen scientists are non-existent in Brazil, we faced unexpected barriers hindering volunteer engagement. We explain these factors in detail below.
Motivation: Providing a challenge and friendly competition
One of the many pleasures of birdwatching is the surprise factor, or the lack of control over both the events and species recorded in the field (Alexandrino et al. 2012). As we knew a priori that the number of banded birds would be relatively low, we thought that utilizing this added difficulty of finding a banded bird might entice avid birders interested in a new and unique challenge (Scott et al. 1999). Banded bird photos are rare in WikiAves and in other online birding databases like eBird, but positive comments about these records and questions about the bird’s origin are common among users. Therefore, we expected that this challenge would catch the attention of expert birdwatchers interested in a unique photographic experience.

Motivation: Easy and free access and no restrictions on photography
Many birdwatchers complain that some Brazilian forest parks do not allow public entrance early in the morning, when the chance of seeing bird species is highest. Also, in many public parks and reserves of São Paulo state, a birdwatcher interested in taking photographs of birds must first apply for a license from park managers and accept an accordance that those pictures will not be used for commercial purposes (e.g., see Fundação Florestal 2016, which regulates birdwatching and photography practices in parks throughout São Paulo state). Although getting the license, in general, is not a complicated task, this commitment is considered a breach of freedom for many bird-photography enthusiasts, causing displeasure among birdwatchers. Therefore, we emphasized in our

Figure 3: Results from our questionnaire. A) Accumulation of the number of new applicants in the project. Marks on the x axis represent a day with project advertisement, totaling 128 days. B) Answers from the 302 applicants. C) The birding skill of 155 applicants who were WikiAves users and residents of areas less than 200 km from the forest patch. These applicants had high potential to both visit the patch and correctly identify birds during survey. D) Willingness of the 155 applicants to visit the forest patch. In question 6, answers were on a 0–4 scale. Answers with a 0 or 1 count mean the specific factor would not influence the applicant’s willingness to visit the patch, while answers with a 3 or 4 count mean that the specific factor would influence the applicant’s willingness to visit the patch. See supplementary file for the complete questions.
advertisements that there were no impediments to professional photography and no rules against what time of day a citizen scientist can participate in a project survey.

Motivation: Altruistic behavior and helping environmental science

Many birdwatchers feel proud when their bird records are used in scientific studies (Scott et al. 1999; Cohn 2008; Chu et al. 2012; Sullivan et al. 2014), and this altruistic behavior and self-gratification may contribute to feelings of well-being (e.g., Morrow-Howell et al. 2003). Thus, we believed that our project advertisements, which used catchy images and short videos of banded birds being released along with short explanations of our project intentions, would be enough to attract volunteers for our project (Chu et al. 2012). However, we concluded that our outreach, combined with the other motivations mentioned above, was not sufficient due to certain barriers.

Barrier: No choice of location

In citizen science projects that have high volunteer engagement, volunteers are commonly given the choice to collect data in places where they are not expected to go too far out of their way (Tulloch and Szabo 2012; Klemann-Júnior et al. 2017). This not only gives volunteers the ability to choose locations that fit best with their daily lives (Seymour and Haklay 2017); it also gives citizen scientists a sense of ownership over the project (Chu et al. 2012; Austin Green, unpublished data). With the eventual exclusion of patch A and B from our project’s study area, we unintentionally restricted prospective citizen scientists to a single geographic area with little to no freedom of choice. Thus, as the Santa Olimpia patch satisfied only a fraction of our applicants, we immediately limited our potential target audience to residents of certain geographical locations, eliminating many citizen scientists from our prospective pool.

Barrier: Lack of new or rare species for the birdwatcher’s list

The bird species in our forest patch were mostly common species that also could be observed in many other patches in the São Paulo state countryside (Hasui et al. 2018), and only a few Atlantic Forest endemics and near threatened species were recorded in our patch. Many birdwatchers are selective when it comes to birding (Tulloch and Szabo 2012), travelling to birdwatching areas simply for the chance to see a species not previously recorded on their personal life list. In addition, many birders strive to observe threatened species, which are more difficult to observe than common species, given their low population densities and limited distributions. Furthermore, WikiAves assigns a rating of difficulty to each species based on its rate of occurrence. Both threatened and endemic species are among the most difficult to spot and thus receive the highest ratings (WikiAves 2018). Only 18.7% of the 155 applicants answered that new species for their bird life list was not a factor that would influence their willingness to visit a forest patch, while 31.6% showed indifference to this factor and 49% answered that it was an important factor in their willingness to participate (Figure 3d). Likewise, 65% of applicants indicated that threatened species occurrence was an important factor in their willingness to participate and visit a forest patch for this study (Figure 3d). Thus, we believe that the lack of rare and endemic species in our forest patch contributed to the lack of birdwatchers in the bird data collection.

Barrier: Lack of immediate feedback and support for citizen scientists

Returning clear information about the data provided by each citizen scientist in a short period of time is essential to any successful citizen science project, and it is also a useful way to engage volunteers (Chu et al. 2012; Pettibone et al. 2016; McKinley et al. 2017; Sullivan et al. 2017). Because we had limited funds and personnel, our project did not have the ability to create a proper channel of communication between our research team and individual citizen scientists, nor did we have the immediate ability to answer questions from citizen scientists as they inevitably came up. Our mobile app was limited to bird record uploads only, and no information about the individual bird could be instantly accessed, such as how distant the banded bird recorded was from the location where that bird was captured and marked. Such feedback could be a positive factor toward the volunteer’s satisfaction and could help encourage other applicants to participate.

Barrier: Lack of security nearby the patch

Although our field team did not have any security problems while conducting fieldwork in the study area, there were cases of robbery nearby, and this is a common problem in the rural São Paulo countryside (Ceccato and Ceccato 2017). Many birdwatchers use expensive optical equipment (i.e., binoculars, scopes, cameras) to help with their bird identification records (Pivatto et al. 2007; U.S. Department of the Interior et al. 2016). Therefore, we believe that after the applicants were informed about the forest patch location, which was provided only after completion of the application process, many of them decided not to visit the patch, as avoiding areas with low security is a common behavior among Brazilian birdwatchers (Pivatto et al. 2007, see Figure 3d).

Bird data collected: Consequences for forest restoration investigation

Low numbers of banded bird records were expected due to the low ecological integrity of forest patches in the study area (Alexandrino et al. 2017), where food supply may not be sufficient to support resident birds (Verga et al. 2017), forcing them to explore adjacent patches in other landscapes to feed (Pizo and Santos 2011; Luz 2013; Boesing et al. 2017). We believe that many banded birds were moving through the landscape, using patches as stepping stones in regional movement (Marini 2010; Prevedello et al. 2018). This behavior may suggest large home range sizes for forest birds in this agricultural landscape (Şekercioğlu...
et al. 2007; Marini 2010; Silveira et al. 2016; Prevedello et al. 2018). Therefore, the lack of banded bird records in our target patch is indeed an important clue for our passive restoration investigation, suggesting that many fruit consumers could spread plant seeds beyond the forest edges.

Professionals joining forces with citizen scientists for long-term bird monitoring in this region is still a promising partnership (e.g., Şekercioğlu 2012). We again emphasize that there is little knowledge about bird movement through forest patches and within an agricultural matrix in the Neotropics (e.g., Marini 2010; Silveira et al. 2016; Giubbina et al. 2018). Thus, data gathered over a larger extent of the agricultural matrix and in other forest patches nearby our target patch, which could be possible only through incorporation of community citizen scientists, could provide both complementary and baseline data on bird movement, supplementing our current project investigating restoration ecology efforts in the region.

**Unexpected results of the project: New opportunities for future ornithological citizen science in Brazil**

As our project was highly broadcast through both television and social media outlets, we received a great deal of unexpected messages from citizens in Brazil interested in both reporting records of banded birds as well as participating in our project, even though they were more than 200 km from our study site (Mendes 2017; Santos 2017; Azevedo 2018). Although the records that they wished to report most likely were not from our study area (as we are currently aware of other ornithologists conducting bird banding campaigns in a variety of habitats and localities throughout Brazil), their reports revealed that news about our project reached far beyond our target audience, sparking interest in citizens all across Brazil. Therefore, as the number of birdwatchers in Brazil continues to increase, we believe that the implementation of an integrated monitoring program for color-banded birds via citizen science could be promising. Some local efforts are currently being managed in other parts of the world (e.g., http://www.cr-birding.org; https://www.ringmerk-info.nl/CR/).

The Centre for Bird Monitoring from the Brazilian Institute for Environmental Affairs (CEMAVE/IBAMA) is responsible for the control of numbered metallic ring distribution and for maintenance of the national ringed bird data. However, there is no coordination between projects using color bands for identification, with each project operating independently of all others. If coordination could be achieved between these projects, individual bird monitoring could be implemented based on citizen science records, allowing data to be shared across several research initiatives in ornithology and ecology, such as home range investigation, bird life longevity, migration routes, permeability of the agricultural matrix, and land use (Anderson and Green 2009).

When we realized this potential, we began inviting other Brazilian ornithologists to become partners by contacting researchers that are doing banding campaigns in São Paulo city and in the central area of Minas Gerais state, near Itaverava city. We told them that if they were willing to include their study area in the project’s app, we would broadcast the information that new areas with banded birds were available to birdwatchers. Unfortunately, the research groups that we contacted did not agree to this partnership, indicating that better coordination and communication between ornithologists is needed. Regardless, we will continue to spread this idea throughout Brazil to urge ornithologists to understand the potential of such programs.

**Final Comments**

Although we reached a large and potentially suitable audience, we recognize that the motivations to engage birdwatchers were not enough to overcome the possible personal and social barriers involved in our particular study. However, we emphasize that birdwatcher engagement can help researchers conduct fine-scale monitoring, and we believe the future is promising, as the number of Brazilian birdwatchers is continuing to increase. We hope that our findings may guide other researchers in planning similar citizen science-based projects in Brazil and in other countries.

**Supplementary File**

The supplementary file for this article can be found as follows:

- **Supplementary file 1.** Short questionnaire used in the application form. DOI: https://doi.org/10.5334/cstp.198.s1
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